NWRETAC Leadership 2024

PRESENTS:
Leadership Enhancement And Development

LEAD is a great fit for:
- First-time Leaders who need developments and colleague networks
- Experienced Leaders looking to refine & grow their leadership skill set
- Emerging Leaders to develop tools that will make them strong candidates for promotion.

DAY SESSIONS
0800 – 1700hrs  |  Day One
0800 – 1700hrs  |  Day Two

TOPICS INCLUDED

BLOCK I
JUST CULTURE
INCIDENT INVESTIGATION

BLOCK II
MISSION, VISION & VALUES
LEADERSHIP THROUGH COMMUNICATION

BLOCK III
HUMAN RESOURCES
LAWS & ISSUES
SUPERVISING FORMER PEERS

BLOCK IV
EMPLOYEE COMMITMENT
POWER & INFLUENCE
SERVANT LEADERSHIP

REGISTER HERE:
$150.00

LEADERSHIP
noun
the action of leading a group of people or an organization